Staff publications

**Professor Lau Sing, Director; Ms Anna Hui, Centre Executive; & Miss Grace Ng, Executive Officer of the Centre for Child Development**


**Dr. Patrick Lau, Assistant Professor of Physical Education**

- 劉永松，《兒童減肥策略》，香港：香港商務印書館，2004。

**Dr. Lee Tsz-ngong, Assistant Professor of Education Studies**

- 李子昂，《仔仔學講說話啟示》，載《學前教育》第 35 期(2004)，頁 112。

**Dr. Anita Poon, Assistant Professor of Education Studies**


**Dr. Shiu Wai-chee, Assistant Professor of Mathematics**


**Dr. Louisa Yan, Assistant Professor of Education Studies**


**Staff presentations:**

**Professor Manny Brand, Head & Professor of Music & Fine Arts**

- presented a paper entitled “Fantasies of Music Teaching: University Music Education Students’ Images of Music Teaching” at the International Symposium on Multicultural Music Education in the World organised by Nanjing Normal University from 16 to 19 October 2004 in Nanjing, China.
Dr. Béatrice Cabau-Lampa, Associate Professor of Government & International Studies
• presented a paper entitled “Foreign Language Education in Sweden: from Elitism to Democratisation” at the “Social Change, Education and History” conference organised by the Australia and New Zealand History of Education Society of Queensland University of Technology from 7 to 10 December 2004.

Dr. Stuart Christie, Assistant Professor of English Language & Literature
• presented a paper entitled “Mechanics of Human Animality in Randall Jarrell” at the Modernist Studies Association 6th Annual Conference co-organised by the Simon Fraser University and University of British Columbia from 21 to 24 October 2004 in Vancouver, Canada.

Dr. Jette Hansen, Assistant Professor of English Language & Literature
• presented a paper entitled “Does Computer-mediated Communication Facilitate Peer Response in L2 Writing Classroom?” at the Third Asia CALL International Conference organised by the Universiti Sains Malaysia from 24 to 25 November 2004 in Penang, Malaysia.

Dr. Hans Werner Hess, Associate Professor of Government and International Studies
• presented a paper entitled “Warum sind Schweizer so glücklich? – Informationsorientierte Landeskunde” at the International Conference on Intercultural Communication Chinese – German held at Tongji University on 26 November 2004 in Shanghai, China.
• presented a paper entitled “Blended Learning: Modelle und Erfahrungen zur IT-Nutzung in DaF” at the East Asian Regional Conference of the Goethe-Institute Tokyo on 6 December 2004 in Hangzhou, China.
• gave a guest lecture entitled “European Studies in Asia – Possible Concepts and Implementation: Hong Kong Baptist University” at Fu Ren University on 14 December 2004 in Taipei, Taiwan.

Mr. Simon Hung, Instructor of Education Studies
• delivered lectures on “Curriculum Planning Models”, “Horizontal and Vertical Curriculum Organisation” and “Performance Assessment in Drama Education” at the Drama Curriculum Workshop organised by Ming Ri Institute for Arts Education & Hong Kong Arts Development Council from 1 to 5 November 2004.
• gave a workshop on “Mathematics toys & Activities in the classroom” at St. Margaret’s Co-Educational English Secondary & Primary School on 9 November 2004.

Dr. Christopher Keyes, Associate Professor of Music and Fine Arts
• presented a paper entitled “Three Approaches to the Dynamic Multi-channel Spatialization of Stereo Signals” at the International Computer Music Conference 2004 organised by the International Computer Music Association at the University of Miami from 1 to 6 November in Miami, USA.
• performed an original composition entitled “In Recent Memory” at the International Computer Music Conference 2004 organised by the International Computer Music Association at the University of Miami from 1 to 6 November in Miami, USA.

Dr. Lee Tsz-ngong, Assistant Professor of Education Studies
• presented a paper entitled “Case Studies of Using ICT in Hong Kong Schools: Visions, Strategies and Practices” at Chinese Information and Communication Technology in Education Conference held at University of Macau on 30 October 2004.
Dr. Leung Yin-bing, Assistant Professor of Education Studies
• gave a talk on Action Research at the Teachers’ Centre of the Education and Manpower Bureau on 13 November 2004.

Dr. Lo Kwai-cheung, Associate Professor of English Language & Literature
• presented a paper entitled “Reimagining the Local and the Other in Hong Kong Literature” at Hong Kong Literature Conference held at Lingnan University on 18 December 2004.

Dr. David Urrows, Assistant Professor of Music & Fine Arts
• presented a paper entitled “Aus der neuen Welt: Otto Dresel’s New York Lieder” at the Music in Gotham: A Century of Composing in America organised by Music in Gotham from 17 to 19 November 2004 in New York, USA.